
GROWTH FRAMEWORK

A company can expand either in its existing business (given there is scope) or

by exploring new business. Growing current businesses may be related to

market expansion and/or greater market share, so both scenarios must be

explored. If the company is embarking into a new business, a feasibility

assessment from an operational, financial, administrative, and so on

perspective is required at the end.

ORGANIC GROWTH

Organic growth, which is generated by boosting output or engaging in internal

operations, is the most prevalent type of growth pursued by businesses. In

other words, the company is expanding based on its own strengths and efforts.

Organic growth can also be divided into two categories:

1. Existing Revenue Sources-

a. Increase Volume

b. Increase Price
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Growth through existing revenue sources is either driven by an increase in

quantity of units sold or by an increase in average price per unit sold.

To increase the quantity of units sold, a company can:

● Improve their product

● Decrease prices

● Sell through new distribution channels

● Target new customer segments

● Expand into new geographies

● Invest more in marketing and sales

To increase the average price per unit sold, the company can:

● Increase prices for their products

● Focus on selling higher priced products

Remember that changing prices will impact the quantity of units sold, so it is

important to look at the net effect price changes have on revenue.

2. New Revenue Sources

a. Market Development

b. Diversification

i. Core Offering

1. Services

2. Products

3. After Sales

ii. Non-Core Offering

1. Services

2. Products

3. Accessories

c. Business Integration
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INORGANIC GROWTH

1. Acquisitions/ Takeovers

The first way that a company can grow inorganically is by acquiring another

company. This gives the acquiring company all of the revenue that the

acquisition target generates. In addition, there may be revenue synergies that

the acquiring company can realize.

Acquiring a company gives the acquiring company access to the acquisition

target’s distribution channels, customers, and products. The acquiring

company may be able to increase revenues by cross-selling products,

up-selling products, or bundling products together.

The advantages of making an acquisition are that the company increases its

revenues immediately. They also have full control over how they want to

manage and operate the acquired company.

The main disadvantages are that acquisitions are expensive and there could be

difficulties fully integrating the acquired company.

2. Joint venture

In a joint venture, two or more companies enter a business arrangement in

which they pool together resources and share risk in accomplishing a

particular task. Each company in the joint venture is responsible for profits,

losses, and costs associated with the project.

Joint ventures are beneficial to companies because they can share resources,

expertise, and can decrease costs due to scale. Additionally, joint ventures are

much cheaper than acquisitions.
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A disadvantage of a joint venture is that it will take time to generate revenue.

Also, the company does not have full control over the operations of its partners.

3. Partnership

A partnership is an association between two or more companies that provides

some kind of benefit to each partner. This is slightly different from a joint

venture because in a partnership, companies do not necessarily have to

combine resources or efforts. They just need to be associated with each other.

One advantage of a partnership is that it is most often cheaper than a joint

venture since resources don’t necessarily need to be contributed. Also, all

partners get the benefit from the brand names and customer access of their

partners.

Similar to joint ventures, one disadvantage of a partnership is that it takes

time to generate revenue. Also, companies do not have full control over their

partners’ operations.

Key Aspects/ Preliminary Questions

Analyze the market:

● Size and growth rates

● Segments (geographical, customer, product)

● Distributors / Suppliers

● Regulation

● Key market trends

Analyze the given company and competitors:

● Market shares, growth rates, profits

● Product / customer / geographical mix
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● Products (Value proposition)

● Unit economics (Value proposition vs. price vs. costs)

● Key capabilities (Distribution, supply, assets, knowledge, etc)

Other Questions:

● Are there any barriers to entry into the new areas?

● Effect of substitutes and complements

● Products of scope with the existing product line we have?

● What drives customer satisfaction?

● What are the client’s available funds for growth (you can find it via

balance sheet or cash flow statements)?

5 Steps to Solving a Growth Strategy Case

Interview

Follow these five steps and you’ll be able to solve any growth strategy or

revenue growth case that you get.

1. Understand what the company is trying to grow

The first step to solve any growth strategy case is to identify what the company

is trying to grow. Are they trying to grow revenues, profits, number of

customers, or something else?

Growing revenues versus growing profits can lead to very different strategies.

Understanding what the company is trying to grow will help you determine

what growth strategies will be most effective.

2. Quantify the specific target or goal
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Next, you want to quantify the goal or target that the company is aiming for.

For example, if the company wants to grow revenue, how much of a revenue

increase are they hoping for? In what time period are they trying to accomplish

this?

3. Look at potential organic growth opportunities

Once you have quantified the company’s target or goal, you can walk the

interviewer through your growth strategy framework. You’ll most likely want to

start by looking at organic growth opportunities first because this type of

growth is more sustainable than inorganic growth.

4. Look at potential inorganic growth opportunities

After you have thoroughly investigated the organic growth opportunities, move

onto looking into inorganic growth opportunities.

Consider whether an acquisition, joint venture, or partnership would be most

appropriate given your company’s situation. Each of these methods of

inorganic growth have their advantages and disadvantages.

5. Prioritize and recommend the best opportunities for growth

Once you have investigated all of the potential opportunities for growth, it is

time to prioritize and recommend the ones that are best for the company.

You’ll likely need to develop some kind of rubric to evaluate each growth

opportunity. You can score each growth opportunity on the basis of:

● Impact

● Ease of implementation

● Cost
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● Timing

In step two, you quantified the specific target or goal that the company is trying

to achieve. Make sure that your recommendation meets these goals.
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